
The works of Loraine Wible



Our Pillars (Vox Populi Gallery- 2018)
In November and December of 2018, I presented a collection of works at Vox Populi under the name “Our Pillars”. They consisted in an animation of an ever
dripping Greek Column, a reversed pedestal inside of which I had placed a tiny Greek Column made of play-dough, and a long roll of paper attached to the
wall with the instructions “What is the ideal height of a pedestal” (the audience was permitted to unroll the paper to extend the length of paper downward).

https://youtu.be/0CcjE3KKxiM


Pataphysics 4 Women (web-based, ongoing)
During my residency in Finland in 2017 I started compiling together works in a complex website called Pataphysics 4 Women that is articulated around one
central idea: In the original bylaws of The College de Pataphysique, it was required of the member of the highest rank to be able to present 45 hairs; a rule I
learned was later cancelled. I created a website joyfully absurdist but clearly feminist in which videos, animation, games, and other interactive elements are
combined. The video “Freed From Desire” (included on the website) has been screened at film festivals and shown at galleries on multiple occasions.

http://pataphysics4women.weebly.com/
https://vimeo.com/187270397
https://www.playbuzz.com/mulvad10/empty-vessels-or-pataphysicists
https://vimeo.com/205298799


Pataphysics 4 Trolls (&APOS;S online VR gallery, Dec 2017)
In December of 2017 I was invited to take part in an online experiment in the form of a web-based virtual reality gallery called &APOS;S. I developed an
immersive installation for Internet Trolls. The installation consisted of three walls presenting videos of moving fur and bridges, while in the middle of the
“room” was a floating screen that presented “informercials” for trolls, selling them items such as chairs (for softening their world), sugar (for the bitter taste
in their mouth), and mirrors (to see themselves).



How Google Taught Me What Spangle Meant (Chase Public, 2017)
In January of 2017 I became an American citizen and to celebrate I was invited in a show in which artists and musicians were ask to create responses to The
Stars Spangled Banner. I created a video in which the narrative structure and the song are merged together, along with ”Google Search Results” in an
unconventional story telling style. I still like to think about this film/animation as a documentary of sort exploring issues of nationalism and cultural narratives.
This piece was later screened at multiple locations including Eastern Illinois University.

https://vimeo.com/200382048


Professor Pata (on going performance and video project)
For several years I have performed and made video as an alter-ego named Professor Pata. She is a pataphysics professor who lectures and publishes on
topics such as “The question of the question, or when the question is the answer” or “The relativism of relativism and why you may like it”. Professor Pata
also has a video mini series that was shown in places such as The Mini Micro Cinema Film Festival and The Carnegie in Covington Kentucky.

https://vimeo.com/234045674
https://vimeo.com/160673231


Lateral Thinking (on going video performance project)
Since 2012, I have been performing with a video and music ensemble called Lateral Thinking. As a group we create improvised immersive experiences called
“Live cinema”. Lateral Thinking has performed internationally and nationally including shows at La Villa Douce (France), 21C Museum (Cincinnati), the San
Francisco Cinemateque, and an upcoming performance in 2019 at Ice Box in Philadelphia. During the performances special real-time editing software are
being used to create live edits of footage also known as Vjaying. The musicians and video artists respond to each other like any improvisation band would. It
results in a highly hypnotic and sensory experience. In one instant we even had “video massagers” who were moving the video projectors during the
performance and exploring the architecture of the People’s Liberty Gallery.

https://vimeo.com/94175364
https://vimeo.com/126879859


Pataphysics 4 Politics (work in progress to be completed in 2019)
This work in progress is a collection of short videos dealing with politics and absurdism. The first video of this series “Mr Punchinello” was premiered at the
Bite Your Tong screening at Vox Populi in December 2018. Another video from that collection will be presented in 2019 in the HER.E i see lotus show
curated by Luxin Zhang. Eventually all the pieces of this collection will be compiled in a website.

https://vimeo.com/309790103
https://youtu.be/PShN05nJWPw


For more projects visit www.lorainewible.com
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